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The movie I am interested in making is 
a big contemporary Amblin-style event 
movie.  

A high concept story with an inherent 
sense of wonder and imagination, but also 
with a lot of heart.  

It is a movie that wows us, and scares us, 
and thrills us, but, at it’s core, it is a story 
that connects with us on a very personal 
level.

The Movie



And then I would like to take that movie and ground it in reality.  

Where previous versions of the Amblin-style movies like JURASSIC PARK and 
MEN IN BLACK would pick us up and place us in a “movie world” outside of 
our own, I would like to take this concept of genetically modified animals and 
bring it into our world.  This world.  The real world.  

It’s what DISTRICT 9 did to the UFO invasion movie, CHRONICLE did to 
the superhero paradigm, and Bourne did to Bond.  A grounded, realistic 
approach to genre.

That means creating characters with emotional honesty.  Relatable 
characters that have to make real decisions with real consequences.  We have 
to see ourselves in them and, when things go bad, we have to be afraid for 
them.  

It also means creating a visually realistic world with real stakes that we 
capture through a naturalistic lens.  It is “fantasy made real.”  It doesn’t have 
to be dirty or grungy, but it has to ring true.  It can’t feel phony.  It all has to 
be authentic, warts and all.  

GROUNED REAL ITY



We begin in the Appalachian Mountains.  This is Virginia, but it could 
be rural Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, or the Carolinas.  Deep in the 
“holler” - broken down rusty trucks, dirt roads if there are roads at all, 
and far away from the watchful eye of the law.

THE WORLD



In the opening sequence, we find a dilapidated 
old trailer rotting away in the middle of 
the woods.  Inside, two uneducated locals 
orchestrating what appears to be a homemade 
drug lab.  Oddly enough, there are also stolen 
incubators and empty crates used to transport 
live animals.  They mix chemicals and prepare 
vats, all while arguing amongst themselves 
over what chemicals to use and how much. 

Finally we see that the end-result is not a 
homemade drug, but a cookie sheet of tiny 
embryos.  But these hillbillies are no scientists, 
and a miscalculation in their “process” causes 
one of the incubators to explode, blowing 
half the roof off of the trailer.  Debris rains 
down.  Stunned and singed, the hillbillies 
pull themselves from the wreckage to find 
that they are surrounded by hundreds of tiny 
creatures.  Hybrid “special animals” with the 
body of a tree frog and the face of a kitten.  

The hillbillies chase the creatures, but they 
are too fast and most of the creatures escape 
out into the wild.  But finally, they are able to 
catch one.  Shoving it into one of the transport 
crates, they throw it into their truck, and haul 
ass out of the “holler.”

A beat later, we see one of the frog-kittens 
that escaped in a nearby tree.  Suddenly, 
an even larger genetically modified beast 
descends into frame and viciously devours the 
smaller creature.  

This is a hint of the dangers to come and a 
theme that will run throughout the movie- 

THE OPENING SEQUENCE



- Nature is both wondrous and beautiful but 
also dangerous.  And nothing to trifle with. 

I grew up down south, and when I was 
younger, my family was vacationing in the 
Smoky Mountains, a place called Cade’s Cove 
in Tennessee, and my dad spotted two baby 
bear cubs playing.  He grabbed me up and, 
against my wishes, we chased them into the 
woods.  What my dad did not think about is 
that when there are baby bears, there is also 
a very protective, easily pissed off mama bear 
nearby.  Needless to say we found ourselves 
sprinting back to the car and locking all the 
doors. 

A single horse is beautiful, a hundred wild 
horses is a stampede.  

And sometimes cute little babies grow up to 
be a vicious adults.

NATURE



The opening sequence in 
the ”holler” leads into the 
opening titles, where we 
follow the crated “frog-
kitten” as it is bought and 
sold, loaded onto trucks, and 
trains, and ships, and finally 
unloaded at a curio shop in 
Hong Kong where a huge 
crowd of teenagers stand 
in a line that wraps around 
the block, waiting to buy the 
newest craze - genetically 
modified novelty pets. 

title sequence



From there we crash down into the small southern, Appalachian 
town of Eden, Virginia, where we focus in on a rural veterinarian 
office where our hero Dr. Skenner is tending to the mundane 
responsibilities of being a rural vet.  

Dr. Skenner is an every man who loves his animals and is doing 
everything he can to keep his tiny vet practice above water.  We 
also meet his assistant, Ellie (think Rebel Wilson), and discover 
that the doctor is a bit like the dog whisperer - he has a special 
gift for communicating with animals, but is far less intuitive with 
humans.  

The story takes off quickly when, late one night, a frightened local 
brings in a sick animal for an emergency after-hours visit. 

But when the doctor opens the small crate, he discovers that the 
“animal” is like nothing he has ever seen before - 

SMALL SOUTHERN TOWN



- a cross between a puppy and a 
baby goat, with a long body, tail, 
and little wings.  This might just 
be the cutest thing you have ever 
seen.  

It’s rolling over, wagging its 
tail, shaking its leg when it’s 
scratched behind the ears, licking 
the doctors face.  *This is what a 
grounded, more realistic version 
of Gizmo from GREMLINS would 
look like.

The local goes on to explain that 
he was trying to “build a dragon” 
to sell to a prospective buyer, but 
that the “mongrel ain’t workin’ 
right.”  

Proving his point, the puppy 
playfully attacks a chew toy and 
inadvertently shoots a miniature 
fireball out of his mouth catching 
a waste basket on fire.  But 
immediately, the puppy begins 
yelping in pain - from the burning 
in its throat caused by the 
fireball.

In order to temporarily soothe 
the puppy’s burning throat, the 
doctor gives the puppy a bowl of 
water, which promptly evaporates 
into steam.

DRAGON PUPPY



On cue, there is a knock at the door and in come the Bogeys led by Agent Stanwich - an 
agent headng up the under-funded, under-staffed government agency (Bureau of Genetic 
Enforcement) in charge of policing the creation, distribution, and harboring of genetically 
modified animals. 

The doctor’s assistant, Ellie, informs him that if the Bogeys catch the puppy, they will 
exterminate it.  Eyeing the adorable little misfit, the doctor is unable to give the creature up 
to be killed, so he and Ellie hide the puppy and attempt to deflect Stanwich’s questions.

Stanwich explains to the doctor the price for harboring an illegal “construct” and warns as to 
the dangers of these “abominations.” 

THE BOGEYS



Later that night, Ellie confesses that the puppy is not the only “special 
animal” in the area, and that, unbeknownst to him, she has been moon-
lighting, making “special animal” house calls.  When she asks him to help 
her, he lectures her on the legalities and horrors of genetically modifying 
animals.  “It’s cruel.”  But she retorts, “Not as cruel as standing by and 
watching them suffer.” 

Which is ultimately what becomes our main character’s dilemma:  On one 
hand, he is very much against the construction of these creatures and knows 
that it is illegal, but on the other hand, he can’t sit by and let them suffer and 
he can’t go to the authorities and hand them over to be slaughtered.  It’s a 
problem that is further complicated by the fact that our doctor is growing 
more and more fond of the orphaned puppy.   

The next night, as Ellie is loading up her truck to make her nightly house 
calls, the doctor shows up with his own “vet kit” and newly named “Rover”, 
the dragon puppy, at his heels.  He’s ready to help.

ACT II kicks off with Ellie taking the doctor on her “house calls”, where 
we meet some of the more eccentric locals and their genetically modified 
“mongrels” -

HOUSE CALLS



- Betty Joe’s flying pigs, Old Man Ferguson’s lethargic, depressed Minotaur that he keeps chained 
in the basement, Llyod and Floyd’s zebra-bee hives, the mermaid living in Mrs. Higgenbottom’s 
trout pond.  The doctor is also brought in to deliver a liter of baby unicorns (a cross between a 
miniature shetland pony and a narwhal) and to house-train a crazed chihuahua-monkey.  Some 
scenes are funny, some beautiful, and some down-right bizarre. 

On one of the last house calls of the night, the doctor meets a wealthy female land owner, the 
single mother of a 10 year old girl, who has started to take in “special animal” rescues - genetically 
modified mongrels who have been mistreated or abandoned.  In fact, she has one of the escaped 
“frog-kittens” from the opening sequence of the movie.  This relationship between the doctor, this 
little girl, and her mother will end up being the love-interest and family dynamic of the story.

"Mongrels"



The next day, the doctor secretly opens up his practice 
to special animals, hiding the comings and goings of the 
creatures from Agent Stanwich and the Bogeys.  

Business is booming, the doctor is making money hand 
over fist, while all the while Rover is growing...fast.  In a 
month, he’s double in size.  In two months, he’s barreling 
over the doctor.  In three, he can’t fit through the door.  
Not to mention, that his puppy hair has started to fall out 
in clumps.  At first, the doctor thinks that Rover is sick, 
but it is just Rover molting - his fur is being replaced with 
scales.  

As a teenager, Rover is becoming harder and harder to 
control and is looking more and more like what we think of 
as a “dragon” every day.  

Then one day, the doctor wakes up and Rover is not in the 
barn.

Rover



Ultimately, this movie asks the question - What happens when the cute 
little genetically modified puppy you grow to love grows up to be a full-fledged 
dragon and, when pushed into a corner, attacks?

What if?



By the mid-point of the movie, we deliver on 
the MONSTER IN THE HOUSE.  A T.Rex-size 
set-piece where Rover, now an adult dragon, 
along with Old Man Ferguson’s pissed-off 
minotaur, a swarm of angry zebra-bees, and 
a stampede of unicorns bring the genetically 
modified wrath of nature down on Eden, 
Virginia.

This is when the Bogeys (our Men in Black) 
who have been warning us of this the entire 
time, step in to defend the locals from the 
self-inflicted plague of their own creations.

At the beginning of the movie, we believe 
that Agent Stanwich and the BOGEYS are the 
villains of the story - the ruthless death squad 
sent to exterminate these helpless creatures, 
but by the end, the Doctor and the rest of the 
town comes to understand their position.

T .REX S IZE PROBLEM



In the end, the doctor must face off against 
his monster pet alone, but instead of 
attacking the doctor, Rover - now a T.Rex 
size dragon - playfully rolls over - knocking 
over trees, the ground shakes.  The doctor 
then scratches him behind the ears and the 
dragon’s leg twitches, just like it did as a 
puppy.  Which makes it all the more difficult 
for the doctor to do what he knows he must 
do, which is to put the dragon down.

This brings us back around to heart of the 
movie, because, while there is spectacle 
and big set pieces and fun and scares, at 
its core, this is a story about a boy and his 
dog...something I think we can all relate to.

A MAN AND H IS DOG



"It was only a matter of time before some damned fool built a dragon."

THANK YOU.
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